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T1TBODOCTIOI

In this thesis we adress two issues of significance for the fusion

research. The first issue is the supplementary heating of fusion plasmas. The

supplementary heating is expected to produce a substantial increase in plasma

temperature in the present generation of fusion experiments. The second issue

is concerned with the availability of reliable diagnostics for these high

temperature plasmas. Accurate diagnostics will be increasingly important for

the the understanding of the hot fusion plasmas.

The results of our studies should have implications on several types of

fusion plasmas. We will however concentrate on the DT-plaa»«s, i.e., plasmas

consisting of a mixture of deterium and tritium. These types of plasmas are of
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interest for the present and the next generation of fusion experiments, as JET

in Europe and T R S in USA . These experiments are expected to reach

temperatures, densities and confinement times in a regime close to those needed

for ignition in a DT-plasma.

We conclude from our studies that RF-heating may be efficiently used in

combination with neutral-beam heating» We observe that increased power

absorption as well as increased power multiplication in DT-plasmas may result

from this combined neutral-beam and RF-heating.

We also conclude that temperatures above 5 keV can be accurately measured

with resonable efficiency by a neutron spectrometer based on the combined

proton-recoil and neutron time-of-flight method.
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UGH-SIBBST 101 TAILS II COMBIIED ICHJ AID lEDTBAL-BBAM HBATBD TOKAHAI PLASMA.

The first part of this thesis is devoted to the study of high-energy ion

tails in a tokamak plasma subjected to heating by radio-frequency waves in the

ion-cyclotron range of frequencies. The wave frequency is tuned in resonance

with ions injected by means of neutral-beam injectors.

Supplementary heating.

The supplementary heating of magnetic confinement fusion plasmas is

expected to au ily the final temperature boost from the 1-2 keV produced by the

ohaic heating, up to a temperature range approaching the temperatures required

for ignition. The ohnic heating, inherent in the tokamak concept, is unable to

produce this final temperature increase. This is due to the plasma resistivity
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that drops rapidly with temperature. The ohmic heating, that is proportional to

the resistivity, cannot therefore balance the radiation losses that grows with

temperature (see Fig.1).
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Figure 1. Tb« ohmic heating cannot balance tb« radiation losses
whin the temperature Increases towards a regime where the
a-partlcle beating takes over. At temperatures between "A" and "B"
the supplementary beating Is needed to keep the energy balance.

Furthermore, the toroidal current cannot be increased by arbitrary amounts to

compensate for the decreasing resistivity. An increasing current will

ultimately result in a loss of global plasma stability. This is due to the

tearing modes (resistive MHD-oodes) that inevitably will produce a "major

disruption", that throws a large portion of the plasma energy to the walls, if
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the current is too high.

leutral-beaa heating is one supplementary heating scheme that has

received considerable attention during the past years . From a theoretical

point of view the neutral-beam injection of energetic ions is a straight

forward method of supplying energy to the plasma. The neutral atoms that are

injected with high energy into the tokamak, cross the magnetic field and

penetrate into the inner, dense, part of the plasma. Here they are ionized by

collisions with the plasma and suddenly become confined by the magnetic field

they just crossed as neutrals. These high-energy ions can now thermalize and

deposit their energy in the core of the plasma. The understanding of the

overall power deposition do not require overly complex models. The absorption

of injected power has also proved to be very high.

IP-heating is the second supplementary heating method that has been

widely used. Here RF-wavea are launched in the vacuum vessel and if good

coupling with the plasma can be acheived a major part of the power may be

absorbed by the particles in the plasma. Very promising results have been

produced in RF-heating experiments, especially by using I CD-he» ting, i.e.,

heating in the ion-cyclotron range of frequiencies ' . The substantial

bulk-plasma heating achieved has proved the ICRF-heating to be a good candidate

for supplementary heating.

There are some advantages in the ICRF-heating scheme as compared with the

neutral-beam heating. High-power RF-generators in the ion-cyclotron frequency
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range are commercially available. The construction of high power neutral-beam

injectors, however, require a somewhat involved technology. Furthermore, the

cost of neutral beam injectors are quite high compared with RF-generators. Ve

can also foresee a need for neutral beam injectors with higher energies than

available today. These will be needed in future machines that are expected to

be larger and operate at higher plasma densities. The higher injection energies

are needed to ensure good penetration of the injected neutrals into the core of

the plasma. The request for high energy beams may even ultimately require the

use of negative ion-beams yet to be developed.

High-energy ion tails.

In addition to bulk-plasma heating that raise the plasma temperature, the

supplementary heating generates a non-Maxwellian high-energy tail in the energy

distribution jf the heated particles species. The formation of this high-energy

ion tail is inherent in the neutral-beam heating, since the injection supplies

high-energy ions to the plasma that are thermalized by collisions with the

background electrons. In the ICRF-heating, however, the formation of a

significant tail requires that the tail-formation time of the RF-heating is

small in comparison with the slowing-down time in the plasma, i.e., the

absorbed heating power must be large enough and the background electron

temperature must not be too low. These requirements are easily met in the

present generation of magnetic confinement experiments, mainly because

supplementary heating is not used before the ohmic heating has produced a

fairly hot plasma.

8
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The significance of these high-energy ion tails comes from the fact that

only ions in the high-energy ion tail of the energy distribution have enough

energy to create fusion reactions. The crossection for DT-fusion reactions is

very small for energies below 100 keV. Furthermore the crossection has a peak

at 100 keV. The high-energy ion tails that extends up to 100 keV will therefore

further contribute to the heating of the plasma by the enhancement of the

fusion reactivity. This enhanced heating is due to the 3 MeV alpha-particles

that are created in the DT-fusion reactions. A 14- MeV neutron is also released

in the DT-fusion process, but since it escapes the plasma it will not

contribute to the energy balance. If the 3 MeV alpha-particles are well

confined by the magnetic fields they can thermalize and deposit their energy in

the plasma. Good confinement properties for the alpha-particles is therefore

crucial for this enhanced heating. Alpha-particles are, indeed, expected to be

confined to a high degree in the present generation of tokamak experiments. In

previous magnetic confinement devices the confinement of alpha-particles has

been poor and the DT-plasmas has therefore not been relevant.

The presence of nigh-energy ion tails may also have negative effects on

the plasma in a fusion device. The high-energy ion tails may participate in

processes that result in a degrading of both the global particle and energy

confinaaent tiaes. First, high-energy ions may have orbits that are so large

that they can intercept the walls of the vacuum vessel and therefore are

6 7promptly lost from the plasma ' . Second, the high-energy ion tails may also

participate in interaction with waves. One obvious example of this is the so

called "Fishbone-instability", that was first observed during neutral beam
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a
heating in PDX . In this instability high-energy ions injected in a direction

close to perpendicular to the magnetic field interact strongly with an ideal

MHD-mode of the plasma. The interaction results in a strong growth of the ideal

MHD-mode and a subsequent rapid escape of the interacting high-energy ions from
q

the plasma . The high-energy ion tail produced by the neutral beam injection is

therefore here contributing significantly to particle as well as energy

transport.

We may note that in the direct losses as well as in the wave-interaction

described above the effects are involving high-energy ions with large

velocities in a direction perpendicular to the magnetic field. These effects

may therefore be of large significance in the ICRF-heating discussed below,

since the ICRF-haating preferentially supplies perpendicular energy to the

heated ions. Ve may thus conclude that high energy ion-ttils can play such an

important role in the dynamics of the tokamak plasma that they are worthy of

closer studies.

Knergy clasping.

As was pointed out above, the enhancement of high-energy ion tails in

DT-fusion plasmas could be desirable, from the point of view of supplementary

heating. This is due to the enhancement of the fusion reactivity and the

subsequent alpha-particle heating that results if the alpha-particles are well

confined. The neutral-beam beating automatically supplies an high-energy ion

tail. It is therefore a tempting idea to tune the ICRF-heating to the

neutral-beam injected ions, thereby sustaining or even enhancing a high-energy

10
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ion-tail by combining the advantages of the two heating methods. A high-energy

ion tail that may be produced by energy clamping is displayed in the Fig.2.
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Figure 2. Th < »aergy distribution function for neutral-bes m
injected ions subjected to ICRF-heatltg. f is the absorbed
RF-power normalized to the thermal energy in the electrons.

This energy-clamping scheme could make a very efficient use of the available

auxiliary heating power, by heating only those ions that are liable to create

fusion reactions, i . e . , ions in the high-energy ta i l of the energy

distribution.

11
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Energy-clamping schemes have been mentioned in the literature now and

then. However no actual analysis for this senario has been presented.

In the articles I and II, two cases of energy clamping are studied. The

main conclusion from this analysis is that the additional heating power

supplied by ICRF-heating in this way is, indeed, very efficiently used in terms

of enhanced fusion reactivity. It is found that a fusion power multiplication

factor, i.e., the fusion power divided by the auxiliary heating power,

exceeding one can be acheived. The attainable power multiplication is

significantly higher that that obtainable by the ordinary ICRF-heating of the

Haxwellian bulk plasma. It is further shown that moderate levels of additional

auxiliary heating power is more efficient, in terms of power multiplication, if

added as ICRF-power used in the energy-clamping scheme than as additional

neutral-beam heating power.

The work in article I is concentrated on the minority heating scheme.

Here the RF-power is tuned in resonance with an ion species that constitutes a

minority in the plasma. In our analysis this minority is supplied to the plasma

by neutral-beam injection. The minority heating method is the ICRF-heating

method that has produced the highest power absorption in previous experiments.

This heating scheme is however not desirable in the DT-plasmas since it

requires the RF-power to be absorbed on a minority component in the plasma.

This outrules the direct heating of deuterium or tritium in a DT-plasma since a

30-50 mixture is natural in order to get the highest fusion reactivity. Ve

cannot therefore directly heat the ions that participate in the fusion

reactions.

12
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In article II the heating at harmonics of the ion-cyclotron frequency,

and especially the second harmonic heating, is studied. Here an ion species

that may be a majority species in the plasma is heated. As in article I we

study the heating of a population of ions that are injected into the plasma by

neutral-beam injection. The efficiency obtained by the second-harmonic heating

have not quite matched the results obtained in the minority heating in previous

experiments. It is however pointed out in article II that this condition need

not prevail in the use of the energy-clamping scheme. This is due to the fact

that the power absorption in the second-harmonic heating is proportional to the

mean perpendicular energy of the heated ion species, which may be much higher

in the energy-clamping case than in the ordinary ICRF-heating of the Maxwellian

background, if the neutral-beam is injected in a direction not close to

parallell with the magnetic field. Recent experiments in ASD8Z seem to confirm

this anticipated improvement in heating efficiency ' . The observed heating

efficiency is reported to be almost three times larger in the energy-clamping

case than in the heating of a purely Ohmic target plasma. The efficiency of the

second-harmonic heating thereby even exceeds the heating efficiency of the

neutral-beaa injection.

It is finally shown that the perpendicular wave number has only a minor

influence on the power multiplication xn the energy clamping senario.

Toroidal effects

Since the present generation of tokamak experiments are somewhat larger

than their predecessors, some more pronunced toroidal effects in the RF-heating

13
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could be expected to enter. Toroidal effects on ICRF-heating have not until

recent years received much attention. The article III is a contribution to the

efforts to cope with the toroidal effects. However the awakened interest in

toroidal effects on RF-heating has manifested itself in a growing

12 nlitterature ' . Without the knowledge of the authors an article with an

analysis similar to the one presented in article III has previously been

published14.

In article III a diffusion operator relevant for ICRF-heating in toroidal

geometry is derived. TL9 major characteristics of the RF-heating in toroidal

geometry can be extracted from the form of the derived operator. A cutoff

region, where no BF-diffusion operates, enters in the velocity-space for large

pitch-angles. This cut-off comes from the fact that not all ions in the tokamak

have orbits that intersect the resonance region where the power absorption

occurs (see below). At the boundary of this cut-off domain the RF-diffusion

operator also changes its characteristics. The diffusion in the perpendicular

direction in velocity-space, typical for ICRF-heating, is here modified to a

diffusion only in energy. The diffusion operator also have a singularity at the

boundary of the cut-off region. Physically this singularity will be removed by

coherence effects in the wave particle interaction, but we can still infer that

the power absorption will peak for pitch-angles in the vicinity of this

singularity.

Quasi-linear diffusion and the 7okker-Planck equation.

The technique we use in our analysis of the structure of high-energy ion

H
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tails produced by the combined influence of neutral-beam heating and

ICRF-heating was fist employed in the study of ordinary ICRF-heating in a

milestone paper by Stiz . The RF-heating is modelled by a quasi-linear

IP-diffusion operator in a Fokker-Planck equation for the velocity distribution

of the heated ion species. The diffusion operator employed vas first derived by

Kennel and Engelmann . Strictly speaking this operator is only applicable to

the interaction of the ions with an ensemble of incoherent waves in a uniform

plasma. However, in the ICRF-heating scenarios of interest in a tokamak, the

wave-particle interaction is well localized to a resonance layer. A particle

that is bound to a certain magnetic surface will therefore interact with the

HF-fields only during short time intervals when the particle orbit intersects

the resonance region. These time intervals are well separated by longer time

intervals when the particle is moving on the magnetic surface towards a new

intersection with the resonance region. During the journey from one crossing of

the resonance domain to a second the particle will be well decorrelated from

the waves by the action of the Coulomb collisions. Ve have thus the required

uncorrelated interaction between the particles and the waves and since the

interaction occurs in a small region we may safely neglect the effects of the

inhomogenity on the RF-diffusion operator»

The relevant quasi-linear RF-diffusion operator is obtained by expanding

the distribution function in the small parameter (bounce time/slowing-down

time). How averaging the Kennel-Engelmann operator along the particle orbit

retaining only terms to the lowest order we arrive at the operator we have

presented in article III. The operator used in the articles I and II, and first

15
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computed by St ii, may be derived fron this operator in the limit of a large

aspect ratio tokamak, where in fact all toroidal effects are absent.

In our studies above we have not considered ths dynamics of the

HP-heating scheme prior to the absorption of the RF-pover in the resonance

region. Ve have thus overlooked a sequence of phenomena, that are relevant for

the RF-heating. The RF-pover is generated in a generator. It is transported to

an antenna in the tokamak. The antenna is generating a field in the vacuum

region that drives a global plasma mode that can transport the power into the

plasma. Finally some fraction of the generated power reaches the resonance

region in the plasma, where it may be absorbed by the ions.

The fact that these phenomena are not included in the present study is

however not to be considered a deficiency of our analysis. Ve assume as a

starting point for our analysis that a certain HF-power is absorbed in the

plasma. This is a starting point where we can consistently postphone the

analysis of many phenomena prior to the absorption. As we have pointed out

above, the absorption of the RF-power can be well described by quasi-linear

theory, and a quasi-linear RF-diffusion operator can be constructed. The

diffusion coefficient will be proportional to the energy density of the

electric field in the resonance region. Further it will depend on the wave

vector of the absorbed waves. These dependencies do not however imply that we

need a full knowledge of the wave field at the resonance region. Ve may instead

relate our solutions to the absorbed RF-power. The absorbed power can be

deduced from our solution of the Fokker-Planck equation, including the

16
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RF-diffusion operator, without a full knowledge of the wave fields.

Our theory can now be connected to a model for the wave generation and

propagation prior to the absorption. For instance, if we derive a full wave

solution of the wave fields in the tokaaak, generated by a certain antenna

configuration, we may compute the HP-diffusion coefficient. As pointed out

above the absorbed power that was the starting point for our analysis is

directly related to this diffusion coefficient.

Given the siaplieity of the solutions presented here we can derive

scaling laws and further these solutions can efficiently be used in large scale

simulations of global plasma characteristics as temperature, confinement times,

17reactivity and the spectra of emerging fusion neutrons . Simplified models as

the ones presented here will continue to contribute to our understanding of the

tokamak plasma and to our possibilites to perform large scale simulations of

the complex phenomena occuring in RP-heating.

The development of our understanding of principal processes as well as

increased capabilities of performing simulations of these phenomena are crucial

for success in the fusion research.

17
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A FAST 1EOTROI SPECTU0UTSB JOB 70SI0I PLASMA DIAGIOSTICS.

The second part of this thesis is concerned with the diagnosis of fusion

plasaas. In particular we discuss a fast neutron spectrometer suitable for the

•easurement of the ion temperature as well as deviations from thermal

equlibrium in a DT-fusion plasma, i.e., a plasma composed of deuterium and

tritium.

leutron spectrometry for fusion plasma diagnostics.

•sntron spectrometry may assume a role of major importance for the

diagnostics of the plasmas in the present generation as well as for the next

generation of fusion experiments* This is due to the fact that these

experiments are expected to enter a regime of operation with densities and

18
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temperatures that will produce sufficient amounts of neutrons. The highest

neutron production is expected from the DT-plasmas but also the pure deuterium

plasmas will have significant neutron yields. The use of neutron spectrometry

in plasma diagnostic systems is today in quite a tentative stage since the

intensities of neutron emission in previous magnetic confinement devices has

been too low. Ho spectrometers have been avaliable that provide the needed

detection efficiency and energy resolution.

leutron spectrometry can furthermore be expected to become a routine

diagnostic as fusion plasmas with larger dimensions, higher densities and

higher temperatures are introduced. Conventional diagnostic techniques will

here experience some difficulties. This is due to the increasing plasma opacity

and the radiation damage to the instrumentation. The increased opacity will

inhibit the diagnosis of the inner core of the plasma and the radiation damage

may become so extensive that some diagnostics will have to be withdrawn from

service. The neutron diagnostics will not be sensitive to the increasing plasma

densities since the plasma is transparent for high energy neutrons. On the

contrary a diagnostic method based on neutrons will give direct information on

the conditions in the core of the plasma since the main part of the fusion

neutrons are produced in the high temperature central region of the plasma. The

radiation levels at the instrument can also be significantly reduced for some

neutron spectrometers since the complete diagnostic equipment can be placed far

away from the vacuum vessel where large shieldings can be introduced.

The standard method of measuring ion temperatures in fusion plasmas is

based on the analysis of the energy distribution of escaping fast neutral

19
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atoas . These atoms are produced by resonant charge exchange between plasaa

ions and neutral atoas. The charge exchage analysers can be used both to

aeasure the thermal ion spectrua and the fast ion distribution, i.e., the

high-energy ion tails, resulting froa neutral injection and HP-heating.

It is however presently considered that charge exchange diagnostics will

not be operable during the high neutron yield DT-plasaa operation. Increasing

difficulties associated with the background radiation will be encountered since

the charge exchange analysers aust be situated close to the vacuua vessel.

Furtheraore the technique is dependent on an flux of neutral atoas into the

plasaa that will decrease as the density and plasaa dimensions increases.

TAISI - A high reaolatioa asatron »pectin—ter.

In the articles IV and V a systea study and a coaplete design study of

the neutron spectroaeter 1AI5T is presented. SASSY is designed to collect

spectra for fusion neutrons produced in a DT-plasaa, i.e., neutrons in an

energy range around 14 HeV. 1ABST is specifically designed to run at the J R

tokaaak when it enters the DT-phase of operation with ion teaperatures above 5

keV. The design study reported in article IV and the work presented in article

V are integrated parts of the studies made of the feasibility of the TAISI

spectroaeter as a diagnostic tool for JBf 7> . The results of these studies

imply that it is possible to construct a neutron spectroaeter for 14 MeV

neutrons with an energy resolution less than 200 keV at an efficiency of 10"'

2 -6 2
en and an energy resolution of 100 keV at an efficiency of 10 ca .

20
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The typ* of spectrometer that T a d represents, i.e., a high resolution

fast neutron spectrometer, can fit very well into the general objectives that

are relevant for the neutron dignostics.

The priae objective of the nmtrom spec t roe» try is the identification of

the processes responsible for the neutron production. In order to distinguish

the electro* pgocsmmee as photoneutron production at the liaiters and the

electrodisintegration of deuterium froa the fmmioa proceases, low resolution

neutron spectrometry would suffice. However there are various effects in the

production of fusion neutrons that cannot be distinguished without the high

resolmtioa aeutnm aysitiuitij that can be delivered by a device like TAKT.

•eutrons are not only produced by ions in thermal equlibriua. The introduction

of various heating techniques will introduce non-Haxwellian high-energy

ion-tails in the energy distribution of the reacting ions. These distorted

energy distributions will cause large modifications of the neutron yield as

well as of the spectrum of the emitted neutrons. Furthermore instabilities in

the plasma may also significantly influence the the neutron production. To be

specific we may note that high resolution neutron spectrometry will give direct

information of the width of the energy spectrum of the reacting ions, i.e., the

central temperature for a plasma in thermal equlibrium, as well as information

of the central ion density. These parameters are not directly measured by

standard diagnostic techniques.

In order to fulfil the objectives of the high resolution neutron

spectrometry, as discussed above, strict requirements has to be put on the

21
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performance of a neutron spectrometer.

The resolution of the spectrometer must be high enough to give an

accurate measurement of the temperature of the reacting ions in an ohmically

heated plasma where the ions are close to thermal equlibrium. A resonable

requirement for this could be a resolution of the order 2%. For the

neutral-beam heated and RF-heated plasmas the requirements on the resolution

could be relaxed if the objective is to measure only the width of the neutron

spectra in order to get the width of the energy distribution of the reacting

ions. However, if detailed information of the structure of the high-energy ion

tails is requested, as indeed is the case, the requirements for high resolution

cannot be relaxed. On the contrary the increased width of the neutron spectras

from the neutral-beam heated and RF-heated plasmas will result in that this

high resolution must be kept in a larger interval of neutron energies than is

the case for the ohmically heated discharges.

The efficiency requirements that must be imposed depend on the distance

of the spectrometer from the vacuum vessel and the temperature range in which

operation is expected. For the CAIST device that is designed to operate at the

J R tokamak the distance from the plasma is 20 m. This is a relevant distance

for many neutron spectrometers and fusion experiments since the spectrometer

can then be placed behind the primary radiation shield, thus significantly

reducing the problems with the background radiation. Given this distance from

the plasma an efficiency of 10 ' cm would suffice to collect neutron spectra

with a frequency of 1/sec from a JET size fusion plasma at temperatures above 5

keV. Temperatures below 5 keV are not quite relevant for the DT-plasmas since

22
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the additional heating supplied by the alpha particles would be too low to

motivate the introduction of tritium.

The response function of a neutron spectrometer should be quite flat.

This requirement is especially stringent in the neutron spectrometers that are

to operate in the neutral-beam and RF-heated plasmas since the neutron spectra

from these plasmas will be very broad.

The tails of the neutron spectrim must be accurately reproduced. As was

pointed out above the high-energy ion tails in the distribution of the reacting

ions are of great interest, and the possibility to study their structure is a

strong motivation for high resolution neutron spectrometry. The structure of

the tail of the neutron spectra will depend to a large extent on the structure

of the high-energy ion tails. The neutron spectrometer must not therefore

supply any extraneous tails to the detected neutron spectrum but deliver a

clean spectrum.

The system study in article IV on the neutron spectrometer TAIST have

demonstrated that the TAIST device can be designed in such a way that relevant

requirements can be met. Furthermore the design study presented in article V

have demonstrated that it is possible to contract a device like TAIST that

accurately and reliably can diagnose the ion temperatures in the inner core of

a hot and dense fusion plasma as well as deviations of the ions energy

distributions from thermal equlibrium.

23
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SUMMAS! OF PAPEBS

Paper I: Enhancement of high-energy ion tails in the presence of combined

neutral-beam and IC1F heating of a two component plasma.

Combined neutral-beam and ICRF-heating is studied in this paper.

The ICRF-heating scheme considered is the minority heating scheme.

Here the RF-power is tuned in resonance with an ion-species that

contitutes a minority in the plasma. Significant enhancement of the

high-energy ion tails are found. Furthermore, it is shown that a

fusion power miltiplication factor exceeding one can be acheived

for the additional RF-power.

Paper II: Selective ICKT heating of neutral-beam-injected i ana in a Tokamak

plasma.

ICRF-heating of neutral-beam injected ions in a tokamak plasma is

studied in this paper. The applied RF-waves are considered to be

tuned in resonance with an harmonic of the cyclotron frequency of

the injected ions. The heated ion-species may here constitute a

majority species in the plasma. Special attention is given to the
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second harmonic beating scheme. The high-energy ion tails of the

heated ions are found to be significantly enhanced. A fusion power

multiplication factor for the RF-power exceeding one is shown to be

attainable. Furthermore, it is noted that the heating efficiency

for the RF-power in the energy clasping scheme could be

significantly improved as compared with the ordinary heating of the

Haxwellian background.

Paper III: Iff seta of particle trapping on ion-cyclotron resononce heating in

a toroidal plasma.

A Diffusion operator relevant for ICRF-heating in toroidal geometry

is derived in this paper. The main characteristics of the

RF-heating in toroidal geometry can be extracted from the form of

the derived operator. A cut-off region for particles with orbits

that have no intersection with the resonance region occur.

Furthermore a peak in power absorption appear in the vicinity of

the boundary of this cut-off region. This peak in power absorption

corresponds to particles with orbits that turn in the resonance

region.
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Paper IT: A Monte-Carlo model for the neutron spectrometer TA1ST.

In this paper a system study of the neutron spectrometer T11SI is

presented. A Monte-Carlo model for the spectrometer is derived.

This model is applied in a computer code that is descibed. It is

found from the simulations that the TJJSI device can collect the

spectra of 14 HeV fusion neutrons with a resolution of 100 keV at

»fficiei

of 10~5 cm2.

c o
an efficiency of 10 cm and better than 200 keV at an efficiency

Paper T: The vm of the neutron proton scattering reaction for D-T fusion

cpectrometry

The neutron-proton - scattering process is considered for high

resolution neutron spectrometry. The neutrons are considered to be

in an energy range around 14 NeV. It is found that a spectrometer

suitable for detailed studies of the spectra of DT-fusion neutrons

can be constructed. The obtainable efficiency of 10 ^ cm is

sufficient for neutron diagnosics in DT plasmas in the present

generation of fusion experiments as the JIT tokamak.
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